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Plan India
Plan is a child-centred, non-governmental organisation working to improve the
lives of vulnerable children in India. A committed advocate of child rights, Plan
India works in 13 states and has directly impacted the lives of over a million
children and their families since 1979.

Plan Vision
Plan’s vision is of a world in which all children realise their full potential in societies
which respect people’s rights and dignities.

Plan Mission
Plan strives to bring lasting improvements in the quality of life of deprived children
in developing countries through a process that unites people across cultures and
adds meaning and value to their lives by:


Enabling deprived children, their families and communities to meet their
basic needs and to increase their ability to participate in and beneﬁt from
their societies.



Building relationships to increase understanding and unity among people of
different cultures and countries.



Promoting the rights and interests of the world’s children.

Editorial
It is a great pleasure for us to share with you Plan’s Annual Report for 2007-2008. During this year, Plan has been steadily
reaching out to a number of children, their families and communities, empowering them with the skills and resources to improve
their lives. We have continued to strengthen our approach to child-centred community development. Building and strengthening
partnerships with other agencies and corporations has steadily increased our capacity to help children who are especially
vulnerable, to realise their potential.
The last year saw a nationwide program review to assess how well our strategy matches with the rapidly changing situation in
India. We talked to children, partners and communities across the country to see how our work reﬂects and helps in changing
their lives in reality. The exercise was conducted by 12 teams with over 80 people – both from Plan and our partner organisations.
The review showed us that there is a lot to be proud of. However, we should focus more on vulnerable children to ensure that
they enjoy equal opportunities to realise their rights.
As a result, Plan now has a new Program Framework in place. It will help focus our contributions towards the overall goals that
all children in India have:








Right to protection from abuse, discrimination and exclusion
Right to attain and maintain optimal health
Right to quality education
Right to participate in their communities
Right to a healthy environment
Right to protect themselves from the effects of natural disasters
Right to economic security in their households in order to ensure their healthy development and future.

This annual report reﬂects our work in these seven areas. In each section we present a taste of our program highlights and
particular partnerships that have helped us strengthen our work. We reached out to greater number of children in difﬁcult
circumstances. We facilitated children’s efforts to express and share their opinion and proposals with decision-makers at all levels.
We focused on increasing access to education. We helped in reducing the stigma associated with HIV/AIDS. We supported
the establishment of vigilance committees to counter child-trafﬁcking. We nearly ﬁnished 872 houses for Tsunami victims. We
successfully concluded our long-term interventions in Madkasira (Andhra Pradesh) and H. D. Kote (Karnataka). We shaped up
new operations in Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh) and Patna (Bihar).
We are particularly proud to report that the Plan HIV/AIDS Awareness Project received the Manthan Award. The production of
the kit with learning material for school-age children was qualiﬁed as the “Best E-education Content” for the year 2007.
We also worked hard to diversify our funding base. We can count on the continued support from our international child-sponsors
and a number of bilateral development agencies. Additionally and encouragingly, many corporate houses came forward to
support our work thereby enabling us to expand and grow. We also received funding from the Global Fund to continue working
with children affected by HIV/AIDS. Through an intensiﬁed marketing initiative many more individuals are becoming convinced
by our work. Our family of individual Indian donors has grown to over 6,000.
We invite you to celebrate with us another year of progress and great collaboration. Success is due to dedicated team-work and
creative relationships with our Indian partner organisations. Thus, we would like to thank all development organisations and
corporations, the increasing number of individuals and all of you who support us in our journey to help children in India to realise
their potential. We hope you will continue to be part of it!
Bhagyashri Dengle
Executive Director
Plan India

Roland Angerer
Country Director
Plan International

Plan India 2007-08
The Year That Was

P

lan India’s core programs take a rights-based
approach in which children, families and
communities are active and leading participants
in their own development – what we call ‘childcentred community development’. A key element
of Plan’s approach is to strengthen partnerships
that ensure effective delivery systems for basic
needs and to safeguard the rights of children and
communities in the areas we work on, in different
parts of India. Projects to improve the health of
families and communities ensure that children grow
up in an environment that prioritises health. Our
water and sanitation projects ensure that children
grow up in a hygienic and clean environment and
are not vulnerable to diseases. Improving the
quality of schools, training teachers and developing
innovative teaching aids paves the way for children
to enjoy learning and stay at school. Every time
Plan supports its communities with livelihood
opportunities and empowers them to govern
themselves, it has an impact on children’s needs. In
the ultimate analysis, it is always the children who
are the ﬁnal beneﬁciaries of Plan programs.
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A child’s journey with Plan begins as Plan
and its partners go to work with parents and
communities in their area to ensure child rights
and community development. With newborns,
Plan works to ensure the child’s legal identity and
optimal health. Working with communities, we
support a hygienic, nurturing environment for the
child’s growth and watch over his ﬁrst steps. The
child and family are given ample opportunities to
break out of their cycle of poverty and grow as
capable citizens. Should the child falter, be misled
or be shaken by unforeseen circumstances, Plan
and its partners extend their sheltering umbrella
to guide the child to live a life of dignity.

Every Child Deserves
Protection

C

hildren have the right to be protected from
all forms of physical or mental violence,
injury, abuse (including sexual abuse), neglect
and exploitation. Yet, an untold number of girls
are killed before being born, and millions of
children live in particularly difﬁcult and vulnerable
circumstances. Street children, child labourers,
children with disabilities, trafﬁcked children,
homeless children, children affected by HIV/AIDS,
and children affected by disasters – all are in dire
need of protection. Plan has been responding to
their hardships by campaigning for elimination
of female foeticide, promoting Universal Birth
Registration, and involving communities to serve
as guardians against trafﬁcking.

Eliminating Female Foeticide and
Promoting Birth Registration
At its most basic, the right to protection imparts to a
child, the right to be born. The Indian society’s bias
for male children and its subsequent ramiﬁcation
in the form of female foeticide is a blatant denial
of girl’s right to protection. To discourage the
practice and ensure that girls too have the right

to live, Plan India initiated the ‘KOPAL’ project in
2005. Since then, KOPAL has facilitated a network
of organisations across the four northern states of
India viz. Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and
Jharkhand to work on female foeticide. As members
of the Government initiated ‘Pre-conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Technique’ (PCPNDT) Committees,
Plan partners ensure that district level activities are
aligned to addressing female foeticide. By linking
birth registration awareness with female foeticide,
Plan has successfully reached out to nearly the entire
population in 49 districts in the states.

“Atmajaa”
A Cry to Save the Girl Child
On 28th April 2008, the Health Minister,
Dr. Anbumani Ramadoss, launched "Atmajaa", a
serial on female foeticide and the PCPNDT Act
supported by Plan India. Based on the rampant
killing of girl child in the womb, the TV serial seeks
to raise awareness of the issue. The 13 episode
serial will be telecast on National Doordarshan’s
channel.
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Every Child Deserves
Protection
Universal Birth Registration
Count every child, because every child counts
Every child has the right to be counted.
Governments across the world accept a child’s
right to be counted and grant him or her
citizenship at birth. But without a birth certiﬁcate
the child has neither an identity nor access to the
various government facilities that aid his or her
development. Annually, 9.5 million Indian children
never access facilities designed for them because
their births are never registered. This means
that annually, millions of children including the
children born in the previous years who were not
registered are denied their rights to education,
health and much more.
Plan India has expended signiﬁcant time and
resources in addressing this anomaly. Its Universal
Birth Registration campaign launched in May 2006
in the ﬁve states of Andhra Pradesh, Delhi, Karnataka,
Mumbai and Rajasthan, has involved 52 grassroots
level NGOs across ﬁve states to achieve 100%
registration by 2010. About 90,000 posters (in local
languages), 1,300 instances of wall writing and 1,200
street play performances have been carried out over
and above the community meetings, workshops
for stakeholders and registration camps. Specially
produced and narrowcast community radio programs
have raised awareness levels and successfully created
a demand for birth registration. It is a testimony to the
campaign’s effectiveness that it has received strong
support from the state governments especially in
Rajasthan and has successfully involved children in
generating awareness.
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Roopa’s gift to her baby brother
On 14th Nov 2007, the block Coordinator of
Vishwabharathi (Karnataka UBR Project) visited
the Government Lower Primary School to raise
awareness of UBR. Sitting amongst his audience
was Roopa, a young student of class II. Along
with other children, Roopa listened carefully
to the program tapes and the subsequent
explanation of the importance and beneﬁts of
birth registration certiﬁcate. She also learnt that
the certiﬁcate could be obtained for just two
rupees. Half an hour after the program, Roopa
approached the Coordinator and gave him two
rupees. When asked why she was giving the
money, she responded that she wanted a birth
certiﬁcate made for her newborn baby brother.
Roopa’s initiative and the support of the local
authorities gave Roopa’s brother his ﬁrst gift of
legal identity.

Children teach us time and again that age can
never be a barrier to participation. Children’s
participation in promoting birth registration not
only builds their capacity to inﬂuence their own
welfare and development, but can also be used
to overcome divisions by acting as a unifying
principle among different stakeholders.
Children’s activities also inﬂuence the behaviour
of their communities.

Every Child Deserves
Protection
Eliminating Trafﬁcking in Children
While laws against child trafﬁcking help punish the
guilty, prevention of trafﬁcking is the best way of
reducing its incidence. In Andhra Pradesh, Plan’s
Child Trafﬁcking and HIV/AIDS Prevention Project
with 21 partners has involved 300 Panchayats across
10 districts with high prevalence of trafﬁcking, in
establishing more than 450 vigilance committees
to guard against child trafﬁcking. The project is
beneﬁting nearly 300 communities and nearly 220
victims of sexual exploitation are being provided
counselling support and home based orientation to
help their rehabilitation. Plan is also supporting 120
families in establishing market linkages to enhance
their income opportunities.

Bringing Hope to Child Labourers at
Railway Platforms
With 40 million child labourers, India has one of the
largest population of street and working children.
Widespread poverty and its consequence have led
to an increasing number of children running away
from their homes and arriving at railway platforms
of big cities where they are vulnerable to abuse and
destitution. To support these children, Plan and its
partner Chetna in New Delhi have been working
at railway platforms between Gwalior and Delhi
implementing the “Dreams on Wheels” project.
Repatriation (where possible), mainstreaming and
awareness of child rights are helping these children
ﬁnd a life of dignity.
Plan and its partner Chetna in Delhi, have been
focusing on building children’s leadership skills
to enable them to protect themselves and others

like them. Small duration ‘contact point’ and long
duration ‘residential workshops’ use role plays,
group exercises, games, puppets etc. to help children
express their feelings, understand their circumstances
and seek suitable solutions. “Badthe Kadam”, a
federation of street and working children initiated
by Chetna has involved children in promoting their
rights and creating awareness. Nearly 600 children
have been trained through the contact point and
residential workshops, and 24 children are actively
involved in the project as peer educators and child
rights promoters.
The workshops have been critical in helping children
understand their circumstances and responsibilities.
They generate amongst children a feeling of
security.
“The workshops give us a chance to become
united and we feel protected here.”

- Chetna workshop participants’ comments

When Dreams Come True
on the Cricket Field
It was a chance in a million for the beneﬁciaries of the
Dreams on Wheels project. A group of street children
imbibed cricketing tips from ICL’s star players Nathan
Astle, Shane Bond, Maravan Attapatu and Michel
Kasprowicz. The event was a “cricket clinic” specially
organised by Dabur Glucose in aid of Plan supported
street children. It was an enthralling experience that had
the children in raptures as they realised their dreams of
meeting their favourite cricketers!
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Promoting Health and
Preventing HIV/AIDS

T

he right to optimal health is a key area addressed
by Plan in all its interventions. Over the years,
Plan and its partners have been playing a critical
role in strengthening health services to make it
available for the vulnerable sections of the society,
especially women and children. Plan’s health services
in communities include non-institutional services
like awareness building, education and nutrition.
With focus on primary health care and prevention,
Plan partners encourage community participation
in health interventions and seek inter-sectoral
coordination through grassroot level workers. An
interlinked and uniﬁed approach to delivery of
health services has strengthened the capabilities of
grassroots workers and resulted in strong community
health action plans.

Preventing HIV/AIDS in Children
The spectre of HIV/AIDS destroys the very fabric
of children’s lives creating circumstances they are
unable to comprehend or surmount. It is estimated
that 170,000 children below the age of 15 years
are infected with HIV/AIDS in India and 57,000
children infected every year through mother to child
transmission.
Plan India’s HIV/AIDS interventions focus on
prevention, care and support, community capacity
building, social reintegration and rehabilitation,
advocacy and lobbying to safeguard children’s
rights.
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In Andhra Pradesh, Plan has involved 300 Panchayats
across 10 districts covering 300 communities in
addressing HIV/AIDS related areas of nutrition,
health, education, testing, psycho-social counselling,
vocational training and skill development. Nearly
2500 People Living with HIV (PLHIV) are supported to
get enhanced availability and accessibility to medical
and nutrition support, and counselling services. Over
3000 men, women and children are accessing medical
and nutrition support, counselling services and foster
care support. 180 Children Affected with AIDS (CAA)
are beneﬁting through childcare centres.
In Andhra Pradesh, 1700 trained bare foot counsellors
are providing basic and advanced counselling skills
to PLHIV and the communities. Over 1000 trained
paramedical staff is providing medical services to the
PLHIV at their door steps.

Plan Receives Manthan Award
Plan’s HIV/AIDS Awareness Package
(HAAP, 2007) won the Manthan award for best
e-education content for the year 2007. Awarded
by Digital Empowerment Education, the award
recognises Plan’s initiatives in the ﬁeld of HIV/
AIDS awareness. The HAAP project integrated
awareness with education in a child friendly
manner through a HAAP kit developed by
children.

Promoting Health and
Preventing HIV/AIDS

Disassociating Stigma and
HIV/AIDS
In Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra, Plan and
its partners are implementing the Global Fund
supported CHAHA project (Chaha means wish in
Hindi). By using information to spread awareness
in the communities and by encouraging acceptance
of affected people, we are reducing the stigma
and discrimination associated with HIV/AIDS.
Nearly 2000 children have been identiﬁed and 700
registered under the project. Seven child support
groups with 72 child members are providing essential
support to children in understanding and adopting
healthy HIV/AIDS behaviour.
HIV/AIDS counselling of parents, families, neighbours
and communities is critical for realising acceptance
of positive people in societies. Regular and repeated
follow up by project staff boosts acceptance and
understanding.

“When a PHC doctor failed to attend the Gram
Sabha meeting, he was not allowed to sign in
the register by the community.”
- Self Help Group member, Rajasthan. The
statement corroborates the fact that community
empowerment is the only answer to make
government’s programs and systems responsive.

Anita, a nine year old child, was being
completely neglected by her uncle who was
also her guardian. Denied Anti Retroviral
Therapy, Anita’s health had suffered.
Repeated counselling of the guardian yielded
little result except his decision to take her
to their village. However, at the village
Anita faced discrimination and ostracism.
Subsequently, efforts were made to counsel
the family members, neighbours and other
villagers. The efforts yielded results and
Anita is now regular for her treatment and is
leading an improved life.

“Plan, with its partner organisations, has developed
the much needed community health intervention for
meeting the challenges related to health of the most
vulnerable population. In keeping with the speciﬁc
needs of each location, the relevance for the health
program is well established. Besides improving the
service delivery in the health sector, the health
program also believes in the potential of such a
strategy in which the poor themselves become
active agents of their program.”
Evaluation - Community Health Intervention
Plan India, March, 2007
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Realising Quality
Education

I

n a world of scarcity, education is the bridge that
can help children break free from the cycle of
poverty. Yet an estimated 69 million Indian children
remain out of school and deprived of education.
Plan works to strengthen this bridge within the
larger framework of the Indian Government’s vision
of ‘Education for All Children’.
Using a framework called the School Improvement
Program (SIP), Plan collaborates with the government
to impact the Early Childhood Care and Development
(ECCD) centres and schools in its areas in a positive
way. By focusing on key elements like access to
quality education, nurturing environment, teachers’
training and innovative teaching material, Plan guided
centres have improved enrolment. Community and
parental involvement in the management of the
schools and centres helped to ensure that teachers
attend school regularly and government budget is
available for school maintenance.

Networking for Greater Outreach: Early
Childhood Care and Development
Appropriate and adequate early childhood care
is a vital foundation for a child’s development. It
paves the way for healthy growth and learning and
is a signiﬁcant tool to contain child mortality and
morbidity.
Plan’s support to “Early Childhood Care and
Development” (ECCD) in Samskar – Plan in Andhra
Pradesh, has gone from strength to strength since
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its inception in 1997. 85 pre-schools initiated by
Samskar are now part of the government’s Integrated
Child Development Services (ICDS) program and
are providing quality early care and stimulation
to children. During 2007, Plan extended support
services to all the pre-schools of Nizamabad district
at the request of the ICDS program functionaries.
Training of Trainer workshops for Child Development
Project Ofﬁcers (CDPOs) and Supervisors of ICDS
have resulted in scaling up of ECCD services across
the district and have strengthened the governmentNGO partnership. Awareness sessions for caregivers
in 30 communities have enhanced care for pregnant
women and children, improved home based care
and enhanced gender equity.

Realising Quality Education in Rural
Schools
Plan has been engaged in developing 170 model
schools in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan
and Uttarakhand. Under this model, each school is
developing its own unique ‘School Improvement
Plan’ and will work with teachers, parents and
children in achieving the goals it sets out for itself.
The project is demonstrating the possibility of
positive, fear free, child friendly government schools
with good learning levels in rural areas.

Developing Literacy and Increased
Fluency in Urban Schools
In Delhi, Plan’s “Early Literacy Project” (ELP) is
encouraging literacy skills and increased ﬂuency

Realising Quality
Education

amongst children attending the government’s
Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) schools.
The project’s success has drawn a special
commendation from the MCD for ELP’s ability
to increase children’s conﬁdence and improve
reading and writing skills in an environment
that is child friendly. The ELP approach has been
documented in a movie titled ‘Man Karta Hai’
(in English and Hindi versions) and was shared
with 2000 schools of Delhi.

Accelerated English Learning for First
Generation Learners
In Rajasthan, the Plan supported “Accelerated
English Learning” project reached out to 1500
ﬁrst generation learners to teach them the basics
of English vocabulary. Working in close alliance
with school authorities, Plan partners incorporated
approximately 150 hours of contact programs into
the school schedule with great success. The module
was validated by the Central Institute of Foreign
Language and has been adopted as an effective
approach to reach out to thousands of tribal
children in the state.

punishment into a comic book. The study had
mapped children’s voices on violence which the
children transmuted into a comic to raise awareness.
A child-friendly version of the study ﬁndings was
released on the occasion of Children’s Day.

One for All, All for One, All of Us for
Education
In Chikkadpally, when parents refused to send
a boy to school because 'he kept asking for
shoes, books and other expensive things', the
children’s club swung into action and assessed the
village’s expenditure on other items like alcohol,
pan masala, movies and other entertainment
options. The ﬁndings shocked not only the press
which published them, but also the villagers.
Children’s research revealed that the village of
1039 people (including children), was spending
a whopping Rs. 3,242,000/- on entertainment
while the expenditure on education was a mere
Rs. 1,50,000/- in the entire year. Not surprising,
the adults of Chikkadpally vowed to never again
oppose a child’s education.

“Spare the Rod” – Children Speak
Against Corporal Punishment
1500 children from Plan communities participated
in transforming a research study on corporal
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Realising Quality
Education

School-on-Wheels
Educating street children and imparting to them
literacy skills is a huge challenge given their mobile
nature. Yet, educating them is important given
their high vulnerability. Plan’s innovative School on
Wheels project with Doorsteps School in Mumbai
is addressing this need by imparting education to
street children through a mobile school. The mobile
school functions from a bus that halts at different
locations and conducts study classes and non formal
education classes at a time and place convenient to
children. Children learn language and mathematical
skills through specially designed activities and
participate in awareness sessions on issues relevant
to them.
The initiative has been highly successful and the
year saw:

900 children studying in the Schools on Wheels


173 street children (71 girls and 102 boys) gain
admission to municipal schools



3 boys initiate their own small business of
repairing plastic items



2 ﬁnd vocation as apprentice mechanics in
garage.

The novelty of a ‘School on Wheels’ is a major factor
in enticing children to attend and has gone a long
way in making the program interesting to children.
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“Before becoming a member of the children’s
club I did not know how to tackle issues
confronting us. Now I am aware of children’s
issues. I have reﬁned my talents at the club and
have gained conﬁdence in addressing them
with the support of adults and other members.
When I joined the club my parents thought
that I was wasting my time. They discouraged
me. I convinced them and started attending
meetings. Now, looking at my achievements,
my parents are happy at my involvement in the
club.”
- Naresh, Children’s Club Member
Vinayakanagar

Child Participation
Realising Child Rights

P

lan believes that children’s Right to Participation
is necessary not just for their beneﬁt but for the
beneﬁt of the communities in which the children
live. Child participation helps build citizenship and
democracy, builds capacity, develops leadership
and empowers and develops children’s potential by
involving them in development activity. To ensure
that children’s voices are not lost in the multitude and
their needs and opinions are given due cognizance,
Plan supports children in expressing their views,
undertaking research to substantiate their beliefs
and promoting causes relevant to them. Plan also
actively invites children’s feedback to its programs
thus ensuring that the programs are aligned to
children’s needs.

and drawing by young children from across the
world. Children from 85 countries sent in 1500
entries as part of the 2007 exhibition that was
themed "Be Seen, Be Heard: Youth Participation in
Development.”
The New Delhi exhibition was inaugurated by
renowned photographer and Padamshree Awardee
Raghu Rai. It had been preceded by a photography
workshop in which nearly 80 children from Plan
projects and donors’ children participated. The
workshop trained participants on use of a digital
camera and provided clues for picture themes. The
children clicked pictures in Central Delhi and the
best pictures were exhibited.

Children Coming Together for a Cause
The Children’s Advisory Board (CAB) is a unique
platform that allows children from across the society
to participate in development initiatives. The year
saw CAB focus on the theme “Child Labour and
Education” and take steps to raise awareness
about the issue amongst peers and media. CAB
published its ﬁrst newsletter, “Our World - Making
Present Better”, which reiterated the importance of
education and promoted an exploitation-free world
for children.

Children Participate in Photo
Competition
Plan children participated in the second international
“Shoot Nations”, a photo exhibition of photographs

Census Survey by Children on Child
Labour
In CASP- Plan Delhi, members of the children’s
Parliament undertook a survey of child labourers
in their area. The process involved children in
acquiring skills necessary to conduct a survey,
analysing the results and subsequently designing
interventions for the child labourers. Thereafter,
the members have conceived the “Dhaba Kids
Project” through which they intend to impart
literacy skills and information to child labourers.
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Child Participation
Realising Child Rights

“Child’s Eye”: Film Festival of
Documentary Films made by Children
Renowned ﬁlm star Jackie Shroff and acclaimed
movie directors Govind Nihalani and Nagesh
Kukunoor stood by for Plan children and the four
day Children’s Film Festival organised by Plan in
Pune. The festival showcased documentaries made
by children in Plan communities on issues affecting
them. Peppered with ﬁlm screenings and panel
discussions, the festival was an acknowledgement of
children’s ability to participate in the development
process. It took forward an initiative begun in
2004, when the ﬁrst ﬁlm festival of children’s
documentaries had been held. Since then, the
documentaries have been screened across the
country at different forums and have captured
people’s interest in development work.
The event was sponsored by the Kirloskar group
and Bharat Forge. Media support was extended by
Indian Express.
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21-year-old Sudhir Kumar from Delhi, who
started off making his ﬁrst ﬁlm on tobacco
addiction and since then has gone on to make
some ﬁve ﬁlms. “It was based on the lives of my
close friends, so in that respect it was a true story.
In fact, the ﬁlm motivated two of my friends to
give up their wayward ways and get back to
education. Personally I became a lot more serious
about life, it helped me focus better.”
21-year-old Poonam Mapare feels that her skill
at handling the camera has helped her deal
with situations better. “Today I do a lot of coordination for other projects of the organisation.
I think apart from the technical skills; I learnt
how to manage the resources available to me. In
fact, the way I am speaking to you right now is
the result of ﬁeld work and encouragement we
got from the organisation. We learnt to express
ourselves better.”

Healthy Environment
Nurtures Life

S

afe and reliable water supply and sanitation
services are vital for people’s health. These services
are especially important in ensuring the healthy
development of children. In India, some 40 million
children are taken ill every year, sometimes fatally, by
water and sanitation related diseases. Plan involves
children and community members in improving their
environmental spaces through projects that focus on
hygiene, cleanliness, awareness and sustainability.

Child Advocates: Leading the Way to a
Healthy Environment
Post Tsunami, the children’s club members in
Nagapattinam led the way to improved environment
in their communities. Children prepared IEC material
to promote health and hygiene and create demand
for sanitation. The IEC material developed included
posters on 7 key hygiene themes, a hygiene promoter
manual, and guide books on low cost sanitation,
Ecosan and water quality.

WES-Net India
Plan India continued to play an active role in the
Water and Environmental Sanitation Network India
(WES-Net India). WES-Net is a learning alliance

of stakeholders in the Water and Environmental
Sanitation sector, including NGOs, UN agencies,
private sector, consultants, government departments
and donors. WES-Net’s objectives are to improve
knowledge sharing and coordination within the
water and sanitation sector – focused on achieving
Millennium Development Goals. Sector coordination,
electronic discussion, research coordination, database
of publications, website, bringing out a newsletter, and
coordination workshops/seminars are some of the
key activities of the network. WES-Net is represented
by over 1400 members across the country and has
supported millions of children and families.

Recognising the value of IEC materials, the
Department of Drinking Water, Government
of India has advised Plan to submit a proposal
to scale-up the distribution of materials to all
the state Government departments. With the
assistance of the Government, it is expected
that the materials will be printed in 12 regional
languages and distributed to all the state
departments to help promote total sanitation
across the country.
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Healthy Environment
Nurtures Life

SCOTS – Pilot Project
In ASM- Plan Andhra Pradesh, Plan’s pilot project
in Dubba Thanda, a small, remote and backward
tribal hamlet has beneﬁted 40 families of the hamlet
and provided them with individual toilets, washing
platform, soak pit, kitchen garden, and compost/
garbage pits. The children are the real agents of
change. The launch of the project was accompanied
by group meetings with children on the importance
of hygiene.
Subsequently, children actively engaged their families
and community and created a demand for sanitation
and better hygiene practices. They also monitored
the project implementation and encouraged
community members to use the facilities, thereby
keeping the village environment clean. Issues of
waste water disposal and solid waste disposal were
addressed effectively enabling most households
to utilise waste water to grow vegetables in their
backyard. The overall quality of life has improved
tremendously as a result of this intervention.
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“The neighbouring communities which often pass
through our village are amazed to see such a clean
village in the locality and we are proud of this
great achievement”.
Master Chitibabu, Children’s Club Secretary, Dubba
Thanda, Andhra Pradesh

Disaster Preparedness
Rebuilding Lives

N

atural disasters force upon children unnatural
circumstances that threaten their peace
and existence. Millions of Indian children are
affected every year by natural disasters like ﬂoods,
earthquakes, cyclones and cloud bursts. Preparing
children and communities to protect themselves
from the effects of disasters is a key facet of Plan
India’s emergency work.

with Plan. The exercise proved a huge success with
children as it involved them in development work
while imparting to them new skills that built their
conﬁdence.

During 2007, Plan undertook extensive relief and
rehabilitation work in the ﬂood affected areas of
Bihar and Uttar Pradesh and the earthquake affected
areas of Jammu and Kashmir. Plan responded with
emergency supplies, medical aid, temporary shelters
and counselling services to help the affected.
Education programs were reintroduced in earnest
to offer children a return to normalcy as quickly as
possible.

In May 2007, Plan provided children in Baramula
district of Kashmir a similar opportunity and
involved them in assessing the social equity vis-à-vis
services being provided by Plan and partners. The
success of the process in building harmony, equity
and imparting rational skills was proved once again
as children carried out and completed a survey of
the various services being provided by Plan. The
process developed children’s skills in social mapping,
deﬁning vulnerability, photography, conducting
survey and analysing the initial results. Importantly,
they learned the value of harmony and the rationale
for social equity.

Child-led Social Equity Audit in Jammu
and Kashmir

Healing the Cracks in Jammu and
Kashmir

Giving children adequate opportunities for
participation and training them to be capable
participants is a key guiding principle for Plan.
“Child led Social Equity Audit” under the ambit
of “Pictures for Life” is one such exercise through
which Plan has been inviting and encouraging
children’s participation in auditing developmental
work. The ﬁrst audit was piloted in Tsunami affected
areas when Plan trained children in the art of
photography. Armed with cameras, children took
pictures that captured the progress of development
work in their communities and shared their ﬁndings

Following the 2005 earthquake in Kashmir and post
the emergency relief operation, Plan had continued
to play an important role in rehabilitating children
and families affected by the earthquake. We have
supported families rebuild their houses by providing
them with design prototype, housing materials, tools
and training for construction. 250 interim shelters
have provided relief to more than 2000 people
whose houses were destroyed.
Re-awakening the joy of learning, Plan-initiated
Umang schools (schools without walls) have helped
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Disaster Preparedness
Rebuilding Lives

more than 25,000 children come to terms with
the disaster and restored their conﬁdence. More
than 1500 teachers across nearly 400 schools
are providing children with quality education in
a nurturing environment. To ensure that children
are always protected, Plan has trained nearly 200
teachers in psycho-social care, innovative interactive
teaching and learning methodologies and joyful ways
of environmental education. The teachers have also
been trained to act safely in an earthquake situation
to reduce the risks in future under disaster conditions.
Further, 7 damaged schools were reconstructed with
structural improvement beneﬁting 1,000 students
and 45 teachers.

Preventing Epidemics in Bihar and Uttar
Pradesh
In Bihar, ﬂoods affected nearly all Adithi-Plan
communities in ﬁve of the seven sectors where we
work. Adithi responded with alacrity and shifted
affected families to temporary shelters. Life
jackets, dry ration, health camps and relief supplies
provided much needed succour to the affected.
More than 2500 people were treated for medical
ailments and chlorine tablets were distributed for
safe drinking water. Community radio program
on health and sanitation were narrowcast to
ensure adherence to vital epidemic prevention
measures. Children’s groups turned leaders as
they put up street plays and actively participated
in the community programs thereby reducing
distress levels and becoming active participants
in development.
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In Maharajganj in Uttar Pradesh, continuous rains
submerged entire GNK-Plan communities. Roads
were blocked and transport came to a standstill as
ﬂood waters reached the national highway. Plan
partners worked round the clock distributing food
packets, emergency supplies and organising medical
check ups. Chlorination of all bore wells and water
points, and fogging to prevent mosquito\insect
infestations was undertaken. Access to government
schemes and provisions was made possible by
continually collaborating with government ofﬁcials.
Health volunteers made home visits to reiterate key
messages on health and hygiene and explain the
importance of using chlorine tablets, carbolic acids,
follow-up of medicines and so forth. To restore a
sense of normalcy, community instructors reinitiated
non-formal education at the earliest and encouraged
children to join school. Livelihood volunteers initiated
efforts with the community and self-help groups to
mitigate livelihood losses.

Unmitigated ﬂoods and rain in Bihar displaced
families and washed away the year’s hard labour,
destroying food crops and sources of livelihood.
Plan India rescued 162 families and narrowcast
radio programs to safeguard people. To guard
against instances of children being put to work,
child marriages for girls and trafﬁcking, Plan
volunteers scaled up communication efforts to
ensure that children’s rights are not violated
and they are allowed an opportunity to resume
normal life.

Disaster Preparedness
Rebuilding Lives

Smiles Restored…Plan Moves On
Having achieved its goal of restoring normal life in
the Tsunami affected area, it is now time for Plan
to move on. But before we do that, we ensure that
the communities we leave behind are stronger
and better prepared because of the lessons they
have learnt.
In its last year of intervention in the Tsunami affected
area, Plan and its partners focused extensively on
building capacities of beneﬁciaries and preparing
them to lead various developmental efforts.
Linkages with ICDS and other ﬁnancial institutions
and systems were strengthened and various groups
trained in requisite skills. Partner organisations
have motivated the community towards insurance
schemes, renewed ﬁshing crafts and gears, shops and
livestock and restored the community’s conﬁdence
in its ability to direct the course of their life. The last
project was housing and 872 houses were built for
the Tsunami community this year.

Voices from the ﬁeld
Plan had supported the reconstruction of homes
destroyed by the Tsunami. The houses were
designed based on inputs received from children
on their dreams for their new houses.

“The new houses are excellent with big windows.
We can sit on the terrace and see the clear blue
sky and there is place to keep our books.”
- Children’s comments on their
new permanent homes
Women from Nagapattinam village share their
experience with Plan. Speaking about their new
homes they say, “Cooking and cleaning are so much
easier and the ventilation is quite good.”
Empowering communities by providing them with
skills to improve their lives is a gift that lasts longer
than any material beneﬁts.

“The material support provided by organisations
will last for some time, and then we will forget it.
But the technical support that we have received
towards organic farming will last for ever and we
will transfer these skills to our children. It will have
a long lasting effect.”
- A farmer who beneﬁted from the reclamation
project in organic farming methods
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Household Economic and
Social Security

F

or a child, security and protection begin at
home. Plan, as a child rights based organisation,
recognises that Household Economic and Social
Security (HESS) is required for proper upbringing
and development of children. Unfortunately, the
absence of economic and social security amongst
impoverished families leads to denial of various child
rights, thereby propagating a cyclic pattern of lack
and denial.

The beneﬁt in the form of primary (medication,
treatment for minor diseases) and secondary
(reimbursement of hospitalisation expenses) health
care was pegged to each member of the program.
The concept of self insurance was liked by many of
Plan’s partners in India and replicated with required
modiﬁcation in different part of the country. Nearly
200,000 beneﬁciaries are getting support for health
risk mitigation under this program.

Plan India’s focus areas in HESS include:

Natural Resource Management: The agrarian
economy of about 70% of rural households
is intimately connected to the village natural
resource base – its forests, grazing lands, and water
resources. Households’ ability to make a living from
agricultural income depends, in large part, on the
amount of water available for irrigation. Similarly,
the availability of fodder on village grazing lands
affects the income from livestock rearing. Even
as household incomes improve, households will
continue to draw on natural resources to earn a
living irrespective of economic status of household.
Most of Plan’s partners work for promotion &
better management of natural resources. Efforts
are being made towards prevention of soil erosion,
water-shed development & management, agroforestry development, eco-friendly agriculture
promotion etc. Importance is given to long term
and sustainable use of natural resources without
compromising the needs of future generations and
without disturbing the status of other resources.

Vocational Training: Plan and its partners will
seek to bridge the demand for secure livelihood
amongst young girls and boys by making available
opportunities of vocational training. This will not
only improve the economic security of households
but also impart youth with necessary skills, social
acceptance and security.
Micro Insurance of Health: With an aim to enable
the community to mitigate the health risks and
associated ﬁnancial burden, self insurance for health
was conceived in the year 2003. PREM-Plan Orissa
was the pioneer among Plan’s partners to commence
a community owned, community managed health
insurance program. The objective was to provide
access to health care to the members by creating a
pool of small contributions generated by community
members. Plan India agreed to provide matching
grant to the members’ contribution for ﬁve years.
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Support Changes
Lives

T

he growing number of supporters has enabled
Plan to extend its reach to an ever increasing
number of children. Plan’s child-centred community
development approach ensures that sponsors are
in effect supporting not just one child, but entire
communities and helping them become sustainable.
2007 saw a signiﬁcant increase in Plan supporters
with many corporate houses and individuals coming
forward to support projects for children.

Corporate Partnership

Chef & Child – An annual event done by Indian
Culinary Forum to support children. This year the
forum had chosen Plan as one of the beneﬁciaries
and has promised continued support in the
coming years.
Vodaphone Marathon – Nivio and LG signed
up for the corporate challenge for this year’s
marathon in Delhi and the proceeds will be used
to ﬁght trafﬁcking.

Carlson Hotels Worldwide extended its support to
us by donating part of its guest check out billing
proceeds for development initiatives. The partnership
involves 17 properties of Radisson Hotels & Resorts
and Country Inns & Suites by Carlson properties of
the Carlson group in India.

Media Tie-up – Radio Mirchi and Exchange4media
provided support to Plan India’s Anti Child Labour
Campaign. Radio Mirchi ran a radio campaign
across NCR, while Exchange4media placed free
advertisements and provided banner space at their
web portal.

HDFC’s support for the special unit for children
with disability in Badarpur is enabling facilities and
services for special children.

Support from Plan’s Goodwill
Ambassador

Individuals
2007 saw Plan consolidate its individual acquisition
program through telecalling, a face to face campaign,
direct mailing, and net enabled support.

Support in Kind
Radisson Hotel hosted the Press Conference to
launch “Gandhi My Father” and all the expenses
were borne by the hotel.

Anil Kapoor, Plan’s goodwill ambassador and noted
ﬁlm actor brought hopes to thousands of children
affected by the J&K earthquake as he dedicated
his ﬁlm “Gandhi My Father” to Plan India and the
children in its communities. He also came forward to
spend time with children, bringing with him Akshay
Khanna, the movie’s star, much to the children’s
delight. Supporting him was eminent painter Satish
Gujral who created a painting inspired by the ﬁlm
and donated the proceeds for school reconstruction
in Uri, Jammu and Kashmir.
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Support Changes
Lives

Branding Plan through Cards4u
Plan continued its Anti-child Labour Day campaign
initiated in 2006 into 2007. Postcards on child labour
were available for picking at 265 outlets (including
restaurants and coffee shops) in New Delhi, Mumbai
and Pune through a tie-up with Cards4u. A radio
campaign and internet presence were also an integral
part of the initiative.

Plan in Media
Plan India generated extensive media coverage
throughout the year resulting in increased awareness
about Plan and children’s issues.
In the month of October, a journalist from The
Times of India visited the program area, Nizamabad,
Samskar - Plan PU and met the children who were
part of "Chinnari Doctors" (Little Doctors) in the
village. The article was published in the Sunday
Times and appeared in all editions of TOI.
In the month of April, CAB (Children Advisory
Board) members met the Editor of Education
Times, Times of India, and shared their role and
activities done so far.
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Children are at the heart
of everything we do
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Plan Moves on

Partnership Empowers Lives

Plan’s First Disaster Intervention
Plan’s ﬁrst intervention in the disaster scenario is the
Tsunami relief and rehabilitation. While we phase-out
of our Tsunami activities in June’08, after nearly three
and a half years, various path breaking activities were
undertaken by Plan Partners.



324 Self Help Groups (SHGs) covering 75 villages
were formed or revived. 774 vulnerable women
(widows and very poor women) were provided
funds to establish income generation activities
through SHGs.



10 solar ﬁsh driers were provided to add value to
ﬁsh processing in villages.

A FEW KEY HIGHLIGHTS:
Child-focused initiatives: 2 schools were constructed
in Nagapattinam district. 5972 children were provided
with educational materials to resume their schooling.






93 child care centres servicing 93 villages and
93 Children’s Activity Centres or child clubs were
established in 93 villages.
75 adolescent boys and girls were provided
vocational training through a community college
in nursing, tailoring, computer basics, electrical
repair & refrigeration.
A Children’s Resource Centre has been established
in Nagapattinam district.

Psycho-social care: Psycho-social care and support
was extended to 15,187 children through Peer Jeevans
in 130 villages in Cuddalore, Nagapattinam, Chennai
and Pondicherry. Sixty barefoot counsellors provided
counselling to 218 children.


1404 adults, 641 children identiﬁed with mental
illnesses at Psychiatry Camps of which 235 children
and 552 adults (total 787) are now being followed
up.

Rebuilding livelihoods:
Fishing communities: 270 new Fibre Reinforced
Plastic (FRP) boats and 110 outboard motor engines
were provided, covering 367 families. 27 catamarans
and 73 Thonis (small boats) with paddles were provided
to brackish water ﬁshing communities in Cuddalore.
270 families were provided with 6 sets of ﬁshing nets.


888 ﬁsh storage ice boxes were provided to
ﬁsherwomen and boat beneﬁciaries. Four ﬁsh
storage and processing units were constructed in
Nagapattinam.

Agricultural communities: 782 acres of agricultural
land has been reclaimed in the districts of Nagapattinam
and Karaikal.


Provision of 77 motors for agricultural purposes
beneﬁting 157 families in Nagapattinam district.



1064 women supported with livestock, and small
enterprise development.



Establishment of a dairy chilling unit in Villupuram
district.

Housing and water: 872 disaster resistant permanent
houses were constructed for 682 ﬁshermen families
and 190 Dalit families in 9 villages.


Water and sanitation facilities in 33 schools were
renovated in Villupuram, Nagapattinam and
Karaikal.



16 villages were provided with water through
hand pumps, overhead tanks, pipe lines, sintex
tanks, renovation of wells and bore wells.



Eco-San toilets were promoted and constructed
in the districts of Villupuram, Cuddalore and
Nagapattinam.

Disaster preparedness: Training on disaster
preparedness to children, women, adolescent girls and
youth has been conducted in 93 villages.


Some villages have prepared maps on Community
Disaster Preparedness and some villages have formed
Community Disaster Preparedness Committees.

Institutional strengthening: 114 professionals in 16
organisations were trained on various aspects of child
rights and child development.

Plan in India acknowledges the contribution of the Tsunami Partners and
staff along with the communities and the children for all their achievements.
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Plan Moves on

Partnership Empowers Lives

Myrada and Plan - Two and a Half
Decades of Partnership
Plan partnered with Myrada since early eighties
in HD Kote in Karnataka, Madakasira in Andhra
Pradesh and Dharmapuri in Tamil Nadu. HD Kote
and Madakasira phased out in end June ’08 and
Dharmapuri in end June ’09.



Non Formal Technical Training Centre has
developed excellent backward and forward
linkages and has proved itself to be a much
sought after institution by the community.



The local populace is highly appreciative of the
PU’s contribution in rural housing, water and
sanitation and watershed development. School
teachers highly value the PU interventions
in education (placement of teachers and
infrastructure development in particular).



The people’s institutions developed by the PU
are vibrant and self sustaining. The Community
Managed Resource Centres are vibrant and
have the potential to sustain themselves beyond
Plan’s phase out.

Some of the key achievements are listed below in
comparison with the baseline and endline survey:


Malnourished Children from 61% to 34%



Immunised Children from 46% to 73%



Pneumonia Management from 59% to 94%



Birth Registration from 0% to 37%



Potable Water from 25% to 52%



Pre-school Children in ECCD from 0% to 22%



Completed Primary School from 49% to 70%



Post Primary Education from 13% to 32%



Mother’s Literacy from 31% to 47%



Sustainable Finance from 0% to 91%



Increased Food Intake from 0% to 14%

The family at Kenkera has a house built with
support from Plan, father Rangappa is doing well
in agriculture which includes 50 sheep, mother
Marekka is an active member of the self-help
afﬁnity group, two daughters are married off,
one son (having completed school education) is
assisting father while another son Nataraj is doing
Bachelors in Science.

Plan International would like to place on record their appreciation and thanks to Myrada
and PU staff apart from the community and children for all the support achievements
through these years. Myrada has demonstrated how an NGO can make an indelible impact
in a given area with sustained activities and need based interventions.
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Major Research Studies and Evaluation
Completed during July 06 - June 08
No.

Title

Team

CASP Plan Project Pune PHASE OUT BASELINE SURVEY

Suhas Palekar, Vandana Apte, Yogita June 06
Apte

2

HIV/AIDS in Maval Taluka, Pune: Impact and
Consequences

Department of Anthropology
University of Pune

July 06

3

Action Research and Consultations on Child Trafﬁcking &
HIV/AIDS

AGS and Plan Team

July 06

Population Foundation of India and
Plan Team

Aug 06

4

Declining Child Sex Ratio in India: A National Advocacy
Campaign against Sex Selection and Pre-birth Elimination
of Females

5

Linking Supplementary Nutrition and Livelihood in Plan’s
Early Childhood Care and Development (ECCD) Programs

Lok Biradari Trust

Sept 06

6

ECCD Project in CYSD/Plan Peer Review Report

Plan Team

Oct 06

7

Incentives and the hidden cost of education

Education Resource Unit

Dec 06

8

Joint Review of CAP-Plan Partnership Program

Plan Team

Dec 06

9

Evaluation of Learning Program of Urmul Seemant

Dr. Lalit Kishore & Dr. O P Kulhari

Dec 06

Evaluation of Nanda Project

Ms. Laxmi Nautiyal & Dr. Satyendra
Srivastava

Jan 07

11

Final Evaluation of Avian Flu Campaign across Andhra
Pradesh and Orissa States

Dhananjay Tingle

Feb 07

Strengthening Livelihood System through Natural
Resource Development and ECCE in the Udaipur District
of Rajasthan State in India

Green Earth Social Development
Consulting Pvt. Ltd.

Feb 07

12

13

Integrated Development of Women and Children in Five
Districts of Rajasthan State in India

Ekatra

Feb 07

14

The School WES Audit

A. J. James

Feb 07

15

Proof of Life: Securing Children’s Right to an Identity
through Birth Registration and Certiﬁcation

Bernadette Rai

Feb 07

16

A Comparative Study of Budget Outlays of Government’s
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and Plan India Program Units

Adarsh Sharma

Mar 07

17

Juvenile Justice System and Child Protection for Juvenile in Maharukh Adenwalla
Conﬂict with Law

Mar 07

Evaluation of Malaria Control Program in Orissa State

Dr. Aniruddha Dey, Dr. Rumjhum
Ray Chaudhuri & Ms. Sutapa Ghosh

June 07

Mid-term Review of Child Trafﬁcking and HIV/AIDS in
Andhra Pradesh State

N. M. Pati, Sutapa Bhattacharya and Aug 07
Prof. Uma, Ravipa Vannakit and Plan
Team

1

10

18

19

Completed

(Contd...)
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20

Reports of the Mid-Term Review of 8 Field and 5 Thematic Plan and PU Teams
Country Program Outlines:

Oct 07

21

Mid-term Review of Plan/Childline Project on Promoting
Children’s Right to Protection through Child Rights

Deepika Nair and Shivani Bharadwaj Oct 07

22

Missing Children of India: Issues & Approaches A CHILDLINE Perspective

Childline Team

Independent Evaluation of Plan’s Response in India to the Douglas Orr, S. Ramanathan and
Tsunami Disaster: A Report on Performance, Learnings and Rebecca Katti, Kurien Katti and
Dr. Shalini
Challenges

Dec 07

23

24

Mid-term Review of the Project on Combating Child
Labour in Coastal Andhra Pradesh

N. M. Pati, Prof. Deviprasad, Gode
Prasad & Subhamitra Das

Dec 07

25

Corporal Punishment “Comic Power - Spare the Rod”

Comic Power and Plan Team

Dec 07

26

Evaluation of Household Economic and Social Security
(HESS) in South India Program (Orissa)

BAIF and Plan Teams

Jan 08

27

Evaluation of the Kopal II Project to End Female Foeticide
and Strengthen UBR

Udita Das and Stephen Sylvesterini

Mar 08

28

Impact Study of 3 Phase-out Pus in South India

Prasad

Apr 08

Kishore

Apr 08

29

Assessment of Vulnerable Poverty Pockets in NCR Delhi:
Initiatives, Gaps and Scope of Intervention for Promoting
Child Rights

30

Endline Study for PU Deodurg (SAMUHA)

SAMUHA and Plan Teams

June 08

31

Review of Projects of Plan in India from a Gender
Perspective

Geetanjali Pande

June 08

32

Being Child-centred in Emergency Response: Experience
from Plan’s Tsunami Response Program in India

Girija Kumar Babu

June 08

33

Study to Identify Good Practices in Child-centred Disaster
Programming in Tsunami Response Program

S. Ramanathan

June 08

Dec 07
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Publications and Films of Plan India
2007-08
Publications


Stories from the Field – Documenting Best Practices of
Plan India

Covers real life stories and case studies of children, women and
men in Plan projects on various issues.
2007; 28 pp


Simply Amazing – Media Tools Training
for Children
Training provided to children in Plan projects
on print, comics, photography, radio and
multimedia.
2007; 28 pp



Young Voices of Change – How children and youth have
made a difference to governance in their villages and
cities
Carries reports with case studies of trends in effective local
governance in eight Plan projects.
2007; 86pp



Celebrating
Community
Empowering Young People

Radio:

Report of the community radio seminar
organised by Plan India and Write Shop
InfoTech Pvt. Ltd., from 23-24 June ’06 at New
Delhi
2007; 14pp


Waves of Change – A Report on Chunauti, A Communitybased Phone-in Program Focusing on Adolescents
Radio is used as a window to voice the concerns of the youth
and a platform for community action.
2006; 36pp



Spare the Rod – It won’t Spoil the Child….
(in Hindi and English)
A child friendly version of Plan India’s
Research study on corporal punishment by
Plan and Comics Power
2007; 30 pp
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Corporal Punishment – Visual Expressions by Children
A comic book with illustrations by children on corporal punishment
2007; 71 pp.



Plan India Newsletter
Quarterly Thematic Issues


Children in Difﬁcult Circumstances



Girl Child



Safe Schools



Trafﬁcking



Child Labour

2007 and 08; 16 pages each.


UBR Brochure
Brochure on Universal Birth Registration and Plan’s work and achievement in this
issue
2007; 8 pages



Identity – Promoting Universal Birth Registration in India
UBR Quarterly Newsletter
2007; 8 pages



Count every child because every child counts
Report on the activity and achievements done so far.
2008; 39 pages



Our World
“Our World” is a quarterly newsletter written by the children of CAB
(Children Advisory Board). 2008; 4 pages



Child’s Eye Booklet/Diary
Synopsis of 15 ﬁlms that was made under “Children have
something to say” project and used as a handout doing
child’s eye event.

Film (CD)


If only I could say it in writing…..!” (In Hindi, with commentary in English)
Early Literacy Project (ELP) is an exploratory project with a few Municipal Schools
in Delhi. It aims to ﬁnd suitable ways to strengthen the foundations for reading
and writing in Hindi for children from resource poor backgrounds. This is an ELP
and Plan India Project.
2007; 23 Minutes.



Animation Film on “Universal Birth Registration”
60 seconds animation ﬁlm on the importance of having a child
registered.



Child’s Eye Film CD
The CD has the ﬁlms that were screened during the child’s eye event. This CD was
part of the Diary.
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Plan Partners in India 2008
Academy of Gandhian Studies (AGS) – Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh
Adithi – Patna, Bihar
Arthik Samta Mandal (ASM) – Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh
Apnalaya, Mumbai
Arthik Anusandhan Kendra (AAK), Allahabad , UP
Children And Police (CAP) – Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh
Centre for Youth and Social Development (CYSD) – Bhubaneswar, Orissa
Chetna – Delhi
Child Line India Foundation, Mumbai, Maharashtra
Coastal Andhra Disaster Mitigation Efforts (CADME) – Rajamundry, Andhra Pradesh
Committed Communities Development Trust (CCDT), Mumbai, Maharashtra
Community Aid Sponsorship Program (CASP) – Pune, Maharashtra
Doorsteps School, Mumbai, Maharashtra
Forces- New Delhi
Gram Niyojan Kendra (GNK) – Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh
Institute of Health Management and Research (IHMR), Jaipur, Rajasthan
Institute of Health Management and Research (IHMR), Bangalore, Karnataka
Integrated Development Foundation (IDF), Patna, Bihar
Mobile Creches – New Delhi
MYRADA, Bangalore, Karnataka
Manav Seva Kendra, (MSK), Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh
Nav Bharat Jagriti Kendra, (NBJK), Ranchi, Jharkhand
Navjagriti, Patna, Bihar
Nidan, Patna, Bihar
People’s Rural Education Movement (PREM) – Berhampur, Orissa
Pani, Faizabad, UP
Samskar – Secunderabad, Andhra Pradesh
Samuha – Bangalore, Karnataka
Seva Mandir – Udaipur, Rajasthan
Sri Bhuvaneshvari Mahila Ashram (SBMA) – Dehradun, Uttarakhand
Dr. Shambunath Research Foundation (SRF), Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh
URMUL – Seemant, Bikaner, Rajasthan
URMUL – Setu, Lunkaransar, Rajasthan
Vatsalya, Lucknow, UP
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Plan Project Partners & Program Units in India

Uttarkashi-SBMA
Gairsain-SBMA

Lunkaransar - URMUL

Uttarakhand
GNK, UP
Chetna - Delhi
Cluster Pu-Patna
Delhi
Delhi-CASP
Cluster Pu-Varanasi
Muzzafarpur-ADITI

Bajju - URMUL
GNK - Bharatpur

Udaipur- Seva Mandir

Rajasthan

Uttar Pradesh

Bihar
Jharkhand

CCDT & Doorsteps
School - Mumbai
Pune-CASP
Nizamabad-SAMSKAR

Deodurg - SAMUHA
Madakasira - MYRADA
H.D.Kote - MYRADA

Karanjia-CYSD

Maharashtra

Orissa

Chilika - PREM
Koraput - PREM

Rajamundry - CADME

Andhra
Pradesh

Hyderabad-CAP
Krishna - ASM
Tirupati-AGS

Karnataka

Dharampuri - MYRADA

Tamil
Nadu

Tsunami projects in Tamil Nadu
Earthquake project in J&K
UBR project in six states
Kopal project on female foeticide in four states

Vijayawada - ASM

E-12 Kailash Colony
New Delhi -110 048
Ph. : +91 11 46558484 Fax: +91 11 46558443
E-mail: planindia@plan-international.org,
Website: www.planindia.org, www.plan-international.org
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